Temperature Dependent Mechanical Properties of Natural and Synthetic Rubber in Practical Structures
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Abstract: In this proposal the mechanical properties of natural and synthetic rubbers are studied under different temperatures both real and ageing heat treatment conditions. For this purpose, tire rubber and bearing pad rubber are considered as they are most governed in natural and synthetic rubber respectively. The experimental results confirm that the impact of real temperature is higher on the mechanical properties than that of ageing temperature because of ambient temperature aggravate thermal motion and changes the molecular arrangement of rubber other than the ageing samples recovers the mechanical properties during breezy. Except hardness, all the cases in terms of mechanical properties like tensile strength, elongation, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of bearing pad rubber provide the higher performance than the tire rubber. Under ageing treatment condition the degraded mechanical properties recover well by the natural rubber since extremely ordered long chain of the molecular structure. The significant differences in the micrographs of the two rubbers suggest that tire rubber consists of uniform grains because of its highly controlled molecular arrangement. Under heat treatment the microstructure turned rougher and the size of the voids became larger as temperature increases the secondary cross linking reaction which initiate to cracks.
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1. Introduction

Rubber is an important engineering material. Mainly two types of rubbers natural and synthetic rubber are generally used in numerous industrial and household applications [1]. Natural rubber one kind of polymer that is derived from a tree named Hevea brasiliensis as naturally occurs in the plant cells. It mainly contains the cis-1, 4-isoprene as well as trace impurities like proteins and dirt [2, 3]. On the other hand, synthetic rubber is a man-made polymer synthesised from various petroleum-based precursors like crude oil by using polymerization technique under controlled conditions. The most commonly available synthetic rubber material is styrene-butadiene, synthesized from the copolymerization of styrene and 1, 3-butadiene [4, 5]. A lot of applications are offered the natural rubber, including tires, rubber gaskets, vibration isolators, shock mounts, electrical components, hoses and tubes, and drive couplings, etc. Natural rubbers moreover have good physical strength and flexibility but lower oil resistance. Synthetic rubber is used for different rubber crop, depending on the diversity of exclusive properties namely earthquake rubber bearings, conveyor belts, car bumpers, solar panel heat collectors, mechanical vibrators, radiators, synthetic leather, electrical insulation, moulds etc. Usually, when comparing the properties
of natural rubber, synthetic rubbers offer many advantages, such as better resistance to aging and weathering and suitability for use in environments exposed to chemicals, oils and greases, oxidizing compounds, high temperatures, and other extreme conditions [6-8].

Rubber materials face to high heat, abrasion, dynamic fatigue and destructive chemicals, a lot of agent being there in the surroundings takes part in damage to rubber. More over degradation by ozone, oxygen, light and other causes the rubber discolor and cracking which initiate to early failure [9, 10]. Both natural and synthetic rubber requires age resisters for best performance. Protection against oxygen and ozone attack as well as heat and light damage are conferred by antioxidants, antiozonates, ultraviolet light protectors and waxes [11, 12]. Damage to rubber by abrasion is combated by the incorporation of fillers like carbon black. Such mechanical and chemical damages limit their original functions and can be a serious issue in terms of safety hazards when both the natural and synthetic rubber is used. The resistance to both high pressure and temperature is a serious technological challenge in such field, since it is difficult to improve significantly both properties [13-15].

From the literature it is known that the rubbers have to face different level of working temperature. It can be steady or for a short period of time. Amorphous polymers have a random molecular structure that does not have a sharp melting point. Instead, amorphous material softens gradually as temperature rises. These materials are more sensitive to stress failure due to the presence of hydrocarbons. Present study is mainly associated with the examining of temperature dependent mechanical properties of natural and synthetic rubber. To make the study two following types of rubber has been considered as natural rubber is dominant in tire rubber and synthetic rubber is dominant in bearing pad rubber.

2. Materials and methods

The current study was associated with the materials akin to commercial tire and bearing pad rubber. The chemical composition of the rubbers is tabulated bellow in Table 1.

An electrical muffle furnace was used for ageing treatment of the tire and bearing pad rubber at various temperatures. A freeze also used for the ageing treatment at below the room temperature. In course of ageing treatment the rubber samples were heated at desire temperature for one hour followed by naturally cooled at room temperature. The samples of 15x15x5 mm were cut from tire and bearing pad rubber for hardness measurement. Hardness of heated rubber samples at various states was measured in Durometer Hardness tester. The hardness of the aged samples was performed at room temperature. Other than the real temperature the rubber was heated on a steel plate into the furnace and the hardness measurement was conducted closes the furnace door to maintain the real temperature. For the mechanical study tensile test sample was perpetrated following ASTM Standard D415. The gauge length, width and thickness were 30, 6 and 4 mm respectively. For the real temperature testing of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratios a temperature control perplex box size of 200x250x300 mm was prepared. The temperature control sensor was used for controlling the temperature and a heater as well as ice pieces were used to get the required temperature. Ultimate tensile strength and the elongation at break at real time temperature were measured with the help of temperature controlled Instron 3369 Universal Testing Machine ranging from 0 to 250°C at a strain rate of 0.1/s. But aged samples were tested with this machine at room temperature. An average of seven consistent readings was accepted as the representative properties of each rubber.

Microstructural observation of the worn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Tire</th>
<th>Bearing pad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural Rubber</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic Rubber</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Black</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium oxide</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc oxide</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fillers</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator (TMT)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBT (curing agent)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatic Oil</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
specimens was done carefully by using an USB digital camera attached to PC and some preferred photomicrographs were taken. The SEM investigation was conducted by using a Link AN-10000 JEOL scanning electron microscope.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Hardness

Figure 1 shows the effect of real and ageing temperature on the hardness of natural rubber and synthetic rubber namely tire and bearing pad rubber respectively. In general, this type of materials has an inverse relationship between temperature and hardness [16, 17]. For real temperature both the tire and bearing pad rubbers have a significant loss in hardness with increasing the temperature. With increasing temperature material becomes soft and resistance to compressive force is decreased as consequence hardness decreases. At the lower temperature the rubber turns out to be harder, stiffer as we as fewer resilient. These are associated with the decrease in free volume between adjacent molecules and a consequent decrease in the mobility. The stability at high temperatures is related to the chemical structure and the formation of chemical cross-linking bonds of the elastomer. Low temperature crystallization causes stiffening, but is easily reversed by warming [18].

From the graphs displayed the hardness decrease with increasing ageing temperature for both the samples. But the rate of decreasing is quite lower than real time temperatures. In course of ageing treatment rubber material recover some properties when the rubber materials are permitted to accomplish at room temperature. However, the hardness of tire rubber is slightly greater than bearing pad rubber in all temperatures due to presents of steel particles and other filler materials as represented in the table 1. Although the decreasing rate of hardness is higher for the tire rubber. Despite the poor heat aging properties of natural rubber, but the rubber components subject to high stress, the natural rubber so far is still considered almost indispensable material. The reason for this dilemma is that the typical molecular structure of this historic material. Natural rubber is a highly ordered long chain molecular structure guarantees its excellent flexibility, but the unsaturated bonds of the polymer main chain to make it easier and heat gradually incidence of secondary cross linking reaction [19, 20].
temperatures for both the rubbers. During ageing the strength recovered by the rubber samples causes the lower variation of strength. The incensement of ambient temperature exacerbates thermal motion, which changes the arrangement of rubber molecular chain. With the effect of external forces, rubber molecular chain is easier to move in the stress direction and harder to rehabilitate. The temperature is lowered, the crystallization rate is increased, the rubber is hardened after crystallization, and the tensile stress is increased. Due to the regularity and polarity of the molecular structure, the greater cohesion of the neoprene limits the thermal motion of the molecules, especially at low temperatures. It is also difficult to restore the original shape after the tensile deformation, that is, the crystallization occurs, the rubber loses its elasticity, and even the brittle fracture phenomenon occurs, so the chloroprene rubber has poor cold resistance. During the earlier stages of heat ageing, crosslink scissions and the formation of new crosslinks into the stable networks affected these properties [23].

3.2.2. Percentage of elongation

The experimental results of elongation at break of tire rubber under both real and ageing temperatures are plotted in Fig. 3a. The same for bearing pad rubber also plotted in Fig. 3b. At room temperature the elongation of bearing pad rubber is about five times higher than that of tire rubber. From the table 1 it is shown that the bearing pad rubber filled by about 58% of synthetic rubber. The percentages of the elongation of these rubber materials directly associated to the molecules bond, formation of cross-linking density, and the quantity of synthetic rubber into natural rubber. The chlorine atom attached to the double bond of the molecular chain of the neoprene rubber makes more elastic [22]. In addition, additives, fillers, softeners, and sulphur are added to accelerate the vulcanization process which influences the charge of elongation at break.
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Figure 3: Variation of elongation of braking with temperature for (a) tire and (b) bearing pad rubber

The percentages of elongation at break give higher result with the increase in temperature. In general, the reaction occurs more rapidly while the temperature is raised. When the reaction rate is high distribution of the curative compounds reaches at form within natural rubber [24]. The effect of addition of polyvinylpyrrolidone agent acts as plasticizer that increases elasticity to the natural rubber. The chlorine
atom attached to the double bond of the molecular chain of the neoprene rubber makes both the double bond and the chlorine atom inactive, so the storage stability of the vulcanized rubber is good; it is not easily affected by heat, oxygen and light in the atmosphere. Its aging resistance, especially weather resistance and ozone resistance, is second only to ethylene propylene rubber and butyl rubber in general rubber, far superior to natural rubber.

3.2.3. Young's modulus

The graphical presentation in Figure 4, Young’s modulus of the experimental rubbers decreases through increasing for both the real and ageing temperature. But the real temperature effect is more pronounced. This phenomenon is quite easy to describe. With increasing of temperature rubber material becomes soft and quite easy to deform it. So at high temperature it is easier to deform with minimum load. As material becomes less stiff at lower temperature, young modulus decreases. Another phenomenon is observed that at all temperatures young modulus of tire rubber is greater than bearing pad rubber since the tire rubber is stiffer than bearing pad rubber. That means, bearing pad rubber deforms easily than tire rubber with same load as shown earlier. Mainly rubbers or elastomers are composed of one or more monomers polymerized to form a polymer. The extensibility of rubbers can be reduced by cross linking. In this process, the random coils are tied or cross linked to others at intervals randomly along their length. This can be achieved by reaction with added chemicals. As seen young modulus of tire rubber is higher than bearing pad rubber so cross linking is much more in tire rubber than bearing pad rubber. In case of ageing temperature treatment, the deviations both tire and bearing pad rubber are low because of recovery behaviour of the rubber materials. The higher recovery property makes the lower deviation for bearing pad rubber [11, 22].

3.2.4. Poisson’s ratio

The Poisson’s ratios of the experimental rubbers at real and ageing temperature are displayed in Figure 5, those were calculated from the experimental data. The graphs demonstrate that with increasing both the temperatures Poisson’s ratio increases of the rubbers. With increasing temperature material becomes soft and both lateral and longitudinal strain increased but as Poisson’s ratio is increased so
lateral strain change is dominant over longitudinal strain. One more phenomena are observed from the graphs that bearing pad rubber Poisson's ratio is always to some extent greater than that of tire rubber. Like real time temperatures Poisson's ratio also increases with ageing temperatures but the intensity is lower of both the rubbers. That means lateral strain change is lower which dominant over longitudinal strain as the aged samples recover some extend of the mechanical behaviour. In another word it may be clarify aged samples relatively shows the lower elongation because of it recuperate the properties in coarse of ageing treatment. Similar natures of higher values of Poisson's ratios are observed for bearing pad rubber because of the higher elongation of bearing pad rubber [25, 26].

3.3. Optical microscopic observation

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the microstructure of the experimental tire rubber and bearing pad rubber under both real and ageing heat treatment conditions at various levels. The microstructural image of natural rubber real temperature at 5°C consists of uniform grains because of tire rubber contends the highly ordered long chain molecular structure [27]. It clearly shows that the surface has a small dot due to presence of additive like antioxidant, vulcanizing agent etc., which indicates that all ingredients homogenously distributed in the rubber matrices. Furthermore, the image at aged conditions at the same temperature shows the recrystallized grains with uniform distribution of the filler and other agents. It is because of at room temperature movement these elements distributed uniformly during recrystallization. Ageing at room temperature as well as real temperature at 25°C the microstructure displays the different foreign particles as its fast cooling during manufacturing. At higher heating temperature these particles are more pronoun. High temperature ageing sample consists of different cracks because of shrinkage of the material coarse of ageing treatment cooling to room temperature. In contrast, synthetic rubber shows the needle shapes fillers homogenously dispersed and adhered perfectly to the matrix. This might be due to the good processing parameter and latex compounding method that allowed the palygorskite to reinforce the adjacent matrix and enhanced physical and mechanical properties. At the high temperature treatment it obviously shows
the presence of many tear lines on the fracture surface. It was proven that the composite needed a high energy to break the chain and it was designated the effect of better interaction between chains and has higher strength properties. Furthermore, the uniform tear lines in one direction presence on the tire rubber [21].

The morphology changes on the surface of samples before and after thermal ageing apparently, the surface of the tire rubber was relatively homogeneous and smooth with no obvious defects. After heat treatment for higher temperature, the surface of tire rubber turned rougher and the size of the voids became larger, but the size of the voids was relatively small. Due to the regularity and polarity of the molecular structure of bearing pad rubber limits the thermal motion of the molecules and difficult to restore the original shape [28].

3.4. SEM observation

Figure 8 exhibits the typical SEM micrographs of the tire rubber and bearing pad rubber as received condition. The microstructure of tire rubber shows the fine grains with uniformly distributed different particles in the matrix. This type of natural rubber consists of different filler materials having a highly ordered molecular structure. On the other hand, the micrograph of bearing pad rubber shows significant differences by showing the coarse grains in the matrix. The microstructure also confirms the presence of some cracks or voids. During vulcanizing increases the secondary cross linking reaction which initiate to cracks. Bearing pad rubber is usually cured with oxide of zinc, magnesium and lead for improving the quality of rubber [29, 30]. From the figure it can be seen that the spread of filler is evenly distributed, due to the good interaction between the filler and rubber. This indicates that rubber and filler interactions improved mechanical properties. Empty cavities occur due to presence of silica, a hydroxyl group that helps hydrogen bond with silica molecules or other elements. These are polar and do not show a de-adhesion phenomenon that occurs at the interface of the filler and natural rubber matrix [31].

4. Conclusions

The results of this study related to natural and synthetic rubber subjected to heat treatment can be summarized as

Rubber materials losses the tensile strength with incensement of real temperature and the elongation at break increases. Ambient temperature exacerbates thermal motion, which changes the arrangement of rubber molecular chain. With the effect of external forces, rubber molecular chain is easier to move in the stress direction and harder to rehabilitate. Neoprene has a good balance of properties, including good chemical stability and usefulness over a wide temperature range.

Young’s modulus of tire rubber is always greater than bearing pad rubber at different real time temperatures and ageing temperature condition as tire rubber is stiffer than bearing pad rubber.
Poisson’s ratios increase with temperatures means lateral strain change is lower which dominant over longitudinal strain having higher values for bearing pad rubber.

Experimental tire rubber is a highly ordered long chain molecular structure and bearing pad rubber contents the regularity and polarity of the molecular structure, the greater cohesion of the neoprene limits the thermal motion of the molecules. As a result, the tire rubber recovers its strength more under ageing heat treatment.

Owing highly ordered molecular structure uniform grains are in attendance into to the tire rubber. The microstructure turned rougher and the size of the voids became larger when elevated temperature is increased. It is also hoist the secondary cross linking reaction which initiate to cracks.
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